INTRODUCTION
"Space: The Final Frontier."
1 While that phrase has been a call to arms for generations of science fiction fans and space enthusiasts to look up at the night sky in wonder and amazement, it has increasingly become a siren call for private space pioneers. Since man first went to space in 1961, humankind has been pushing the boundaries of experimentation, research, and exploration into the cosmos. 2 Even though Earth's supply of certain rare and precious metals may be reaching depletion, researchers have found that asteroids are likely to contain vast quantities of these resources. 3 Today, there are companies attempting to tap into this potential wealth of resources to make them available for use, both on Earth and in space. 4 Before these companies can begin mining, stronger property laws are needed to ensure that the Asteroid Belt of our solar system is not described as the next California Gold Rush and as having the lawlessness associated with it. 5 Part I of this Article discusses the development of new technologies for asteroid mining and exploration. Part II parallels the impending race to Asteroid resources to the race to find gold during the California Gold Rush. Part III further examines existing United Nations agreements in the context of space exploration, Many 21st century technologies use rare earth metals found in elements such as iron, gold, and platinum. 12 For example, wind turbines and solar panelsproviders of clean, renewable energy-consume rare earth metals during their construction, which are currently only available in terrestrial mines. 13 Unfortunately, the demand for these required metals continues to rise and, as the usage of the metals increase despite decreasing supplies, the economical extraction of the metals on Earth will continue to become more difficult.
14 Elements like platinum, gold, and nickel are needed in everyday items such as batteries, jewelry, and computer chips; 15 but estimates indicate the world does not have enough of these materials to last even another 100 years. 16 Finding additional stores of these essential elements is paramount in our quest for new technologies.
There are many uses for the resources found on asteroids, both in the exploration of the solar system and development of technologies on Earth. 17 In space, resources could be used in a myriad of ways. For example, if water can be found, which is believed to be existent on some asteroids, it can help sustain an exploratory ship or colony.
18 Using solar energy, the water found could also be broken down into its hydrogen and oxygen components, which can then be used to form the basic building blocks of rocket fuel. 19 Eventually, companies and governments will have the possibility of getting into space with less fuel and will be able to refuel as they pass the asteroid belt on the way to the edge of the solar system. In the short-term, this space-made fuel can be used to extend satellite life and fuel additional mining ventures. 12 Renee Cho, Rare Earth Metals: Will We Have Enough?, STATE OF THE PLANET (Sept. 9, 2012, 11:21 AM), http://blogs.ei.columbia.edu/2012/09/19/rare-earth-metals-will-we-have-enough/; Beauchemin, supra note 9. 13 Beauchemin, supra note 9. 14 
Id.
15 NEWSCIENTIST, supra note 9. 16 Id. (Providing that a 36-45 year supply of gold remains, while platinum, is likely to run out in just 15 short years, if current technological trends persist. Nickel, which is needed for necessities like batteries and wind turbines will only last us another 57-90 years.). 17 Bonsor, supra note 7; Donald K. Yeomans, Why Study Asteroids?, JET PROPULSION LABORATORY/CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY (Apr. 1998), http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/?why_ asteroids (Although not a topic of this Article, Donald Yeomans at the California Institute of Technology's Jet Propulsion Lab briefly mentions about using the resources to colonize and explore the solar system.). 18 Bonsor, supra note 7. 19 Steve Connor, How to Turn Water into Rocket Fuel-Scientists Unlock Power of the Sun, THE INDEPENDENT (Aug. 1, 2008, 12:00 AM), http://www.independent.co.uk/news/science/how-to-turnwater-into-rocket-fuel-ndash-scientists-unlock-power-of-the-sun-882613.html.
In addition to extending satellites' life span while in space, we need remedies for energy problems here on Earth. It is more than possible for the mining industry to provide a solution in this context. Estimates state there are roughly one to two million asteroids in the solar system that are a kilometer in diameter. 20 Each of these asteroids is projected to weigh roughly two billion tons and "contain 30 million tons of nickel, 1.5 million tons of metal cobalt, and 7,500 tons of platinum." 21 The value of these items, for both private companies and governments around the world could be significant with the dollar value being somewhere in the trillions or higher. 22 With nickel selling for $14,575 per ton, 23 cobalt selling for $26,600 per ton, 24 and platinum at $1,454 per ounce, mining one single asteroid could be more than profitable. 25 The asteroid's resources could easily be used on Earth for the same purposes as on-planet resources, but without having to extract it from the Earth. This is important as all three of these elements can be used in fuelcell technology, as well as in other new, high-tech devices.
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B. The Pioneers of the Asteroid Gold Rush: The Companies and Technologies in the Asteroid Mining Industry
Two companies have taken early positions in the asteroid mining field, Planetary Resources and Deep Space Industries ("DSI"). 27 Planetary Resources' primary goal is to bring "the natural resources of space within humanity's economic sphere of influence, propelling our future into the 21st century and beyond." 28 To accomplish this, Planetary Resources currently is developing three pieces of proprietary technology to explore and mine potential asteroids. 29 The first model, a space telescope called the ARKYD-100, can be used to find near-earth asteroids. 30 The second model, called the Interceptor ARKYD-200, studies asteroids that pass between the Earth and the Moon. 31 Finally, the third model, a Rendezvous Prospector, ARKYD-300, is designed to scout distant asteroids and quickly relay back data about its findings.
32
The vision of DSI, an asteroid mining and harvesting company, is to increase the prosperity of Earth's people by using resources found in space. 33 In addition to asteroid mining, DSI is also experimenting with harvesting solar power by using satellites, which are studying and mining asteroids, to also face the sun twenty-four hours a day. 34 The solar power will allow DSI to keep their technologies working around the clock, without having to rely on external power sources to operate.
35
DSI currently has five technologies in development to achieve their goals. Two of these inventions will scout ahead and find suitable asteroids to mine, while the final three inventions all have to do with harvesting the asteroids and returning resources to Earth.
36
DSI's first invention is the Firefly. 37 The Firefly is a type of probe designed to perform unmanned scouting missions to potentially minable asteroids and to study their properties and compositions. 38 The first Firefly is expected to launch in 
2015
. 39 The Dragonfly-DSI's second invention and is essentially an upgrade of the Firefly-would be responsible for collecting asteroid materials and returning them to Earth for experimentation, processing, and mineral extraction. 40 In 2016, DSI plans to begin launching Dragonfly satellites to capture and return 50-100 pounds of asteroid material. 41 According to DSI, the availability of fuel while in space will be one of the primary factors that will boost or stall any future manned missions. 42 If DSI can bring carbonaceous asteroids 43 close enough to harvest, the Mars mission shuttles will no longer be as heavy when they launch because they will no longer need to carry all the propellant necessary to get to Mars. 44 The shuttles could simply launch into space, refuel at a DSI facility, and head out towards Mars. 45 The Harvestor, DSI's third invention, will mine for water, metals, and resources for building materials, as well as harvest solar energy. 46 The Microgravity Foundry, DSI's fourth invention, will take asteroid materials and use them as the "ink" for 3-D printing in space, which will then be used to create vital components needed to maintain machinery in space. 47 Finally, DSI's fifth invention, the Propellant Refinery will harvest the water and hydrocarbons found in asteroids and refine them into propellant and usable water. 43 Id. (water-rich near Earth asteroids). 44 Id. 45 
Id.
46 Asteroids, supra note 42. 47 Id. 48 Id.
C. Asteroid Resources Can Be Used to Propel Us into the Future
"Humans must colonize planets in other solar systems . . . or face extinction."
-Stephen Hawking
The Earth is plagued with famine, 50 war, 51 disease, 52 the fear of nuclear annihilation, 53 and those are only some of the "local" threats we face. Other threats include, tiny meteorites that are consistently pelting the atmosphere every day. 54 Almost all of these meteorites burn up in the atmosphere, but there are occurrences of meteorites reaching the Earth's surface. For example, on February 15, 2013, over Chelyabinsk, Russia, one meteorite passed through the atmosphere and did not burn up. 55 Luckily, the meteor exploded before hitting the ground. 56 It is estimated that the meteor had the strength of at least 500 kilotons, 57 25 times stronger than the atomic bomb dropped on Nagasaki, Japan, in 1945. These threats and dangers are very real, and the human race needs alternatives. Stephen Hawking has been quoted as saying that ". . . once we spread out into space and establish independent colonies, our future should be safe." 59 To this end, there are a number of companies currently developing technology to live off world.
The Eros Project's mission is to colonize a near-Earth asteroid. 60 The Eros Project is the brainchild of Orbital Development, a company dedicated to the advancement of space travel. 61 During this project, Orbital Development plans to create a city on one end, a tunnel leading to the other end, and a shipyard at the end of the tunnel. 62 The Lifeboat Foundation, a 501(c)(3), 63 on the other hand, is a group devoted to defending Earth and protecting its people, while also developing means to leave this planet should the need arise. 64 Lifeboat recognizes the inherent dangers of living on Earth, 65 and is preparing to move the citizens of the world off the planet if and when the worst should happen.
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Each of these companies has something in common-all need the means and materials to make their missions a reality. It is not cheap to go to space as launching a Space Shuttle can cost the U.S. between $1 and $1.3 billion per launch. 67 Add to that the cost of the materials needed to build a colony and the prices will only increase. 68 Mars One, a nonprofit foundation with plans to have four colonists land on Mars in 2023, estimates that the initial launch will cost $6 billion. 
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The Eros Project Overview, THE EROS PROJECT, http://www.erosproject.com/ 433erosproj.html?source=ErosProject (last visited Mar. 9, 2014) (discussing that Orbital Development, a local firm, has initiated the Eros Project to bring the issue of property rights in space to federal courts in the United States and is currently working on developing off world travel).
The technology created by companies like Planetary Resources and DSI could help with these colonization endeavors. Launches from Earth could be cheaper if the shuttles were able to refuel at a DSI Propellant Refinery. 70 Planetary Resources' ARKYD-300 could scout ahead for possible colonization sites on both asteroids and planets. 71 Imagine a scenario where a DSI Harvestor mines the minerals needed to create a colony, and then the shuttle takes those materials, along with a DSI Microgravity Foundry, to build the colony itself.
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D. Understanding the Laws of Mining Uncharted Territory
Some astrophysicists and reporters have questioned whether asteroid mining would become the next Gold Rush. 73 If true, then asteroids, like mining settlements, must be claimed. 74 As discussed below, the U.S. Government found it difficult to regulate the mining claims of the Gold Rush. 75 Consequently, the Government often recognized miners' rights and the legislature did not make any laws disturbing the customs set forth by the mining districts. 76 To this day, these mining customs are still part of the laws of California. 77 To understand the future of mining rights in uncharted territory, it is necessary to look to the past and see how these issues were handled.
II. PROPERTY LAW DURING THE GOLD RUSH
In January of 1848, gold was discovered on a ranch in Northern California. out to find gold of their own. 79 This time period is known as the California Gold Rush.
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When Mexico signed over the California territory to the United States at the conclusion of the Mexican War in early 1848, neither the U.S. nor Mexico knew of the discovery of gold.
81 By the end of the year, however, 40,000 miners heard about the discovery and made their way to California.
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Prior to the annexation of the California territory, Mexican mining law, based on Spanish legal foundations, governed the mines and miners in the area. 83 Mexican laws had very specific regulations regarding a wide number of mining issues, including, but not limited to, territory acquisition, territory retention, trespassing, and theft. 84 At that time, the mineworkers were on the property at the approval of the Mexican government. 85 Once the United States took over the territory, however, the area came under U.S. military authority. 86 In early 1848, the Mexican laws and customs relative to the use of mines were abolished, even though no new laws were given to replace them. 87 Although the land was owned by the United States, it had not yet been opened for settlement thereby making miners technically trespassers on the land. 88 The U.S., however, decided to recognize their claims and "resolved not to interfere, but to permit all to work freely." 89 The California government also decided to allow these self-governed workers to continue as they were.
90 Congress attempted to propose legislation over the next 79 LOC, supra note 74. 80 Id. three presidential terms to lease or sell the land, but none of the proposals were adopted. 91 This state of affairs left the question of how to regulate the worksites up to the miners themselves. 92 There were over 140 mining districts in place by September of 1850 (when California officially achieved statehood), and a reported 500 by 1866. 93 While it is assumed that the lack of governmental oversight would have produced lawlessness among the districts, 94 it has been shown that many of the districts had strict rules regarding claims, size limits on claims, restrictions for claim holders, and protection for the rights of those claim holders. 95 There were many forms in which miners could protect their property rights and ensure the relative safety of their crew. 96 One example comes from the memoir of Lemuel Clarke McKeeby, a miner during the Gold Rush. 97 One day, while working a claim, McKeeby and his crew found a group of "Southerners" working McKeeby's land. 98 When they attempted to move the men off the land, the conversation became extremely heated. 99 The Southerners vowed to return the next day "and work that claim or die. or shovel over the left shoulder and the right hand on his pistol, already cocked, held in his pocket. . . . The other parties did not appear which I have always considered fortunate for us as well as for our opponents. . . .
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While violence was considered an acceptable form of protecting one's claim, there were many miners who made their living claim-jumping. 103 Although many miners wanted to handle their property rights on their own, in the later part of 1850 and early part of 1851 a number of court cases surrounding property rights began to appear in the California court system. 104 Even though miners brought property rights cases to the state courts, the courts were reluctant to go against district regulations already in place.
105 This is evident in the 1864 case of Morton v. Solambo Copper Mining Co. 106 The court in Morton determined that:
[T]here is no reason why Judges or lawyers should wander, with counsel for the appellant in this case, back to the time when Abraham dug his well, or explore with them the law of agency or the Statute of Frauds in order to solve a simple question affecting a mining right, for a more convenient and equally legal solution can be found nearer home, in the "customs and usages of the bar or diggings embracing the claim" to which such right is asserted or denied.
107
Eventually, California courts began to look to the overarching majority of district rules and customs and began to balance those against eccentric rules that might have only been found in one or two districts. 108 The courts used the standard 102 Id. at 145-46. 103 Clay et al., supra note 74, at 169 (According to BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY 925 (9th ed. 2009)) ("Jumping a Claim" is historically defined as "The act of taking possession of public land to which another has previously acquired a claim. The first occupant has the right to the land both under squatter law and custom and under preemption laws of the United States.").
customs that were found throughout the majority of district rules to decide their opinions.
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The practice of the California courts utilizing mining district laws was discussed, in a manner that neither adopted nor opposed the practice, by the United States Supreme Court, which stated "[f]or eighteen years-from 1848 to 1866-the regulations and customs of miners, as enforced . . . by the courts and sanctioned by the legislation of the State, constituted the law governing property in mines and in water on the public mineral lands." 110 The Supreme Court interpreted legislation passed by Congress to allow the districts to rule with their own laws and customs "so far as the same were not in conflict with the laws of the United States."
111 Even today, in 2014, California still recognizes what could be considered to be "lawful lawlessness," as evidenced in the state's Code of Civil Procedure:
In actions respecting mining claims, proof must be admitted of the customs, usages, or regulations established and in force at the bar or diggings embracing such claims; and such customs, usages, or regulations, when not in conflict with the laws of this State, must govern the decision of the action.
III. UNITED NATIONS' LAWS ON SPACE USAGE
Once past property laws and customs regarding mining are understood, if we are to go out into space to mine and explore new opportunities, current laws regarding space travel and usage must be analyzed to find any gaps or openings where new regulations can or should be established. The United Nations Office of Outer Space Affairs ("UNOOSA") is responsible for promoting the peaceful use of outer space.
113 UNOOSA is the administrative office for the United Nations' Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space ("COPUOS"). 114 COPUOS was created as a part of the United Nations General Assembly Resolution 1348 (XIII) in 109 Id. (discussing that the courts frequently kept their analysis as broad as possible because of the significant number of rules governing property rights). 
A. Outer Space Treaty
The Outer Space Treaty ("OST") was written as an overview of the rules regarding the usage of space, including the Moon and other celestial bodies, to ensure it is shared peacefully and for the benefit of all mankind. 120 The Outer Space Treaty has been fairly well accepted by the international community with 102 Parties and 26 Signatories, out of the total 193 Member States of the UN.
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Article II of the OST could hinder the usages of asteroids for mining. 123 This could mean that, unless the changes advocated for in this Article are put in place, mining claims would not be recognized once companies and governments start to reach asteroids and begin mining.
The countries in which asteroid mining companies are located will be particularly interested in Article VI of the OST. Even though Article VI of the OST is of particular concern to the United States, it may soon be the province of other Western countries, Russia, and China. Article VI reads: "States Parties to the Treaty shall bear international responsibility for national activities in outer space, including the Moon and other celestial bodies, whether such activities are carried 115 on by governmental agencies or by non-governmental entities. . . ." 124 It is important to note that once the technology to mine asteroids becomes more widely available and economically feasible, federal governments will probably not want to be held liable for private mining companies' accidents or obligations simply because the private mining company is domiciled within that government's jurisdiction.
B. Liability Convention
Article III of the 1971 Liability Convention attempts to reverse the severity of the liability caused by Article VI of the Outer Space Treaty, by stating that a launching State is liable to another State for the damage or harm it has caused "only if the damage is due to its fault or the fault of the persons for whom it is liable."
125 This can be interpreted to mean if the injured party was negligent, the launching State may avoid liability.
Though the Liability Convention fully addresses a number of liability issues related to space activities, one area the Liability Convention does not discuss is liability for the damage caused to a celestial body. Just as the United States has had to establish liability measures in place to protect and conserve its National Parks, liability measures may need to be established to limit potential harm to celestial bodies.
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C. Moon Agreement
Even though the Moon Agreement has not passed, and therefore is not a binding treaty, the language in the Agreement provides an example of how future legislation should, and should not, be worded. 127 When reading the Moon Agreement, there is nothing barring the free usage and claiming of asteroids (which are currently considered celestial bodies) for their resources until Article 11. Paragraph 3 contradicts the goals of asteroid mining companies.
130 Paragraph 6 continues this concept by stating that States must inform the United Nations, the public, and the international scientific community of the discovery of any natural resources. 131 Further, Paragraph 7 contends that among the purposes of the Agreement, an international regime be set up to promote:
(a) The orderly and safe development of the natural resources of the Moon; (b) The rational management of those resources; (c) The expansion of opportunities in the use of those resources; (d) An equitable sharing by all States Parties in the benefits derived from those resources, whereby the interests and needs of the developing countries, as well as the efforts of those countries which have contributed either directly or indirectly to the exploration of the Moon, shall be given special consideration.
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The only positive quality, in the eyes of mining companies, is that the Moon Treaty is not binding on the countries that have not signed it-which includes the Unites become customary international law." 143 Currently, in 2014, there are no customary international laws regarding space mining. Therefore, neither the U.S., nor any other space-faring nation, can be bound by the customs imposed by the Moon Treaty, as the nations that did sign on are in no position to create extraterrestrial customs.
Ultimately, because the OST, as it is currently phrased, will not allow for companies to claim rights for mining asteroids and no other treaties adequately cover mining operations on asteroids, there must be a change in the regulations to allow for mining asteroids for needed minerals to be a successful venture.
IV. PROPOSED LEGAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE USAGE OF ASTEROIDS FOR MINING
A. The Need to Change UN Regulations
In 1980, Dennis Hope staked a claim on lunar property and established the Lunar Embassy in order to sell plots of land on the Moon. 144 It was Lunar Embassy's belief, and still is, that because the United Nations, the United States Government, and the Russian government did nothing to contest the claim of the lunar property, that Hope was able to copyright his claim and sell deeds to the land. 145 Hope claimed the OST applied only to appropriations by national governments and not the private citizens living in those countries. 146 When making those claims, however, he neglected to realize that four years prior, in 1976; the Second Circuit upheld a UN regulation as being binding on both the member states and its inhabitants. maintained that "his alleged property interest in the asteroid . . . is based on his registration on the Archimedes Institute 150 website and his filing of a Uniform Commercial Code security interest in California as both debtor and creditor with the asteroid identified as the collateral."
151 When NASA and the U.S. State Department informed him that his claims were invalid, he filed a lawsuit in federal court to obtain recognition of his claims.
152 Not only did the court dismiss the case, but the opinion also cited both the Moon Agreement and the OST as proof that Nemitz was unable to claim private property in space.
153 Nemitz attempted to appeal the District Court's decision, but the Ninth Circuit affirmed the lower court's ruling. 154 As long as the UN's treaties outlaw property rights on any celestial body, including asteroids, there will not be any opportunity for ownership in space. 155 The lawlessness that threatened the Gold Rush districts could therefore be duplicated in space. 156 Only by changing the language of the treaties, or adopting a new regulation that defines asteroids as chattel or personal property instead of celestial bodies, can the hope of asteroid mining become a true reality without also having the "lawful lawlessness"
157 that accompanied the 19th Century Gold Rush follow the next generation of miners to their destinations. ) (explains that the Archimedes Institute creates a registry of people who "claim" property in space, but it does not, and cannot, confer actual property rights-which, as the court explains, the Archimedes Institute says so directly on their website). 151 
Id.
152 See id. 153 Id. at *2. 154 Nemitz v. NASA, 126 F. App'x 343 (9th Cir. 2005). It should be noted that even though the Court in Nemitz cited to the OST and the Moon Agreement as support for its finding these agreements are not binding on U.S. citizens and U.S. companies. 155 See generally OST, supra note 117, at art. II. 156 See supra Part II. 157 The author uses "lawful lawlessness" throughout the paper to refer to the general circumstances of circumstances not having sufficient controlling laws and resulting in general lawlessness. The Gold Rush and the nature of property ownership is an explicit example of the nature of having "lawful lawlessness." rights in space for Member States to follow. 159 It can be deduced that a topic such as asteroid mining would be unregulated at its infancy. As seen in the 1840's and 1850's during the Gold Rush, local laws can develop unaccompanied fairly quickly 160 and can become difficult to regulate once government attempts to step in. 161 Although UN General Assembly Resolutions are not legally binding, 162 there is precedent to give weight to the UN's Resolutions. 163 The Filartiga court gave special credence to the UN Resolution, completely rejecting an earlier opinion, stating:
We must conclude that the dictum in Dreyfus v. von Finck, 164 to the effect that "violations of international law do not occur when the aggrieved parties are nationals of the acting state," is clearly out of tune with the current usage and practice of international law. The treaties and accords cited above, as well as the express foreign policy of our own government, all make it clear that international law confers fundamental rights upon all people vis-à-vis their own governments.
In United States v. Bond, which is pending before the Supreme Court, the Supreme Court will be analyzing the issue of whether treaty acts will be binding law on U.S. citizens and corporations. 165 The main issue in Bond is whether or not "the Tenth Amendment 166 has [any] bearing on Congress's ability to legislate in furtherance of the Treaty Power in Article II, § 2 of the Constitution." 167 168 If the Supreme Court affirms Bond, the case will serve as precedent over treaties' effect on citizens such that the UN's current treaties on space property ownership will govern the claiming and use of property in space.
C. Asteroids as Personal Property, Not Real Property
Some legal commentators have questioned whether or not asteroids should be considered "celestial bodies," as they are currently referred to in the United Nations' Outer Space Usage Treaties, or whether they should be seen as chattel because they are moveable property.
169 While it is not feasibly possible to move a planet or a moon, asteroids can be captured, slowed down, and relocated.
170 This reclassification could be the change that governments and companies need to allow for the claiming of rights on asteroids.
Boundaries represent another issue related to the distinction between real property and chattel. 171 The Earth, Mars, the Moon, other planets, and planetoids move in an orbit around their respective bodies (e.g., the Moon orbits the Earth, the Earth orbits the Sun, etc.). The placement and orbits of planets and planetoids are highly predicable and relatively static.
172 Asteroids, however, are much more difficult to predict, and can have dynamic orbit patterns. 173 Asteroids are irregularly shaped and occasionally collide with each other. 174 Because specific boundaries cannot be set for asteroids, it can be difficult to claim that asteroids are real property. By their very essence, an observant country with a telescope could attempt to claim an asteroid as their property, but, if not watched closely, it could collide with another and break apart. In that case, it would be difficult to claim the resulting pieces as their original property. 169 Andrew Tingkang, Note, These Aren't the Asteroids You're Looking for: Classifying Asteroids in Space as Chattels, Not Land, 35 SEATTLE U. L. REV. 559, 580 (2012). 170 Id. at 581. 171 Id. 
D. Proposal of New Legislation
The theory of classifying asteroids as chattel, 175 in combination with the "lawful lawlessness" of the California Gold Rush districts, 176 should be the next step towards the usage of outer space. Work has already begun in the United States on new laws for the usage of interplanetary property. 177 When the final regulation is drafted for the exploration and mining of asteroids, there are a number of provisions that should be included in the treaty. A proposed treaty is laid out below, both with the proposed language of the treaty itself and explanations of the articles. In this proposed treaty, asteroids are considered chattel instead of celestial bodies because they are moveable objects that can be claimed by a single owner and held against other parties. Removing the "celestial body" classification, described in the OST 179 and the Moon Agreement, 180 allows asteroids to become claimable property, studied in privacy and without fear of trespass or theft, and mined by the company or government that staked its claim first.
Articles 2-3 Article 2
All One of the problems with allowing companies and countries to claim property that is so far away 182 is that they could claim property that may take three to six months, or more, to reach.
183 Therefore, Parties can register their attempts (to ensure that no other party has already claimed the asteroid) and must be present, either with a manned or unmanned spacecraft. After the claim is made, the claiming Party has to begin work on the site within sixty days or lose its claim to the asteroid.
Article 5 1.
In Articles 7-11 of this proposed treaty pull their language directly from Articles 10 and Articles 12-15 of the Moon Treaty, respectively.
186 These articles discuss safety measures for space travelers and workers, Party liabilities, responsibilities, the need to help one another when a Party is in trouble or crashes, and the requirement for peaceful conflict resolution. 187 186 Moon Agreement, supra note 119 (except that references to the Moon or other "celestial bodies" have been altered to refer to Asteroids). 187 Id. These final five articles, end all of the treaties on file with the UNOOSA. 189 They have been left, unaltered, as they were written in the Moon Agreement.
Article 12
V. CONCLUSION
As resources on Earth dwindle, the need for mining asteroids will become increasingly necessary. 191 Millions of dollars invested into these mining endeavors could become trillions of dollars worth of precious metals, fuel sources, and energy.
192 World governments are faced with two options in charting the future: allow the asteroid mining race to become the next Gold Rush, complete with its own set of laws and lack of regulation by the United Nations; or put plans in place today to be better prepared for future needs.
Before companies like Planetary Resources and Deep Space Initiatives reach into the cosmos a significant amount of research and development will still be needed. When they are ready to venture into space, in the absence of clear regulations and oversight, these modern miners will begin their journey into the next Gold Rush. Like the miners of 1848, these space cowboys will rush in search of the next big "score" while the governments of the world try to scramble to piece together regulations that might ultimately, if the past is any indicator, have to 189 See OST, supra note 117; see also Liability Convention, supra note 118; see also Moon Agreement, supra note 119. 190 Moon Agreement, supra note 119. 191 BBC, supra note 9. 192 See supra notes 21-26 and accompanying text.
